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and physical
training by
the 'harden-
ing process.'
Hence
Locke's real
educational
 recognize the absolute authority of their fathers and
tutors.1
The ideal upon which Locke bases his physical train-
ing is even more fully that of formal discipline, and has
since been generally known as the 'hardening process/
His advice concerning this part of a pupil's training
might be abridged as follows: —
"Most Children's Constitutions are either spoil'd or at least
harm'd by Cockering and Tenderness. The first Thing to be taken
Care of is that Children be not too warmly clad or covered, Winter
or Summer. The Face when we are born, is no less tender than
any other Part of the Body. 'Tis Use alone hardens it, and
makes it more able to endure the Cold. I will also advise his
(i. e. the child's) Feet to be wask'd every Day in cold Water, and
to have his Shoes so thin that they might leak and let in Water,
whenever he comes near it. I should advise him to play in the
Wind and Sun without a Hat. His Diet ought to be very plain
and simple, — if he must needs have Flesh, let it be but once a
Day, and of one Sort at a Meal without other Sauce than Hunger.
His Meals should not be kept constantly to an Hour. Let his
Bed be hard, and rather Quilts than feathers, — hard Lodging
strengthens the Parts."
Thus the intellectual education suggested by Locke
in the Conduct is evidently very different in content and
1 Strangely enough, Locke, despite his doctrine of a tabula rasa, here
recognizes native tendencies in the child, but they seem to be all hostile
to moral development, and must be 'suppressed/ fweeded out/ and
'cured/ Whereas the good elements have in general to be £imprinted/
'implanted/ and 'instilled* from the outside.

